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Hawks riding the NBA draft

Michael Grange

It’s too cold for me to think, let alone type much, so bear with me.

Both Bargnani and Calderon participated in shootaround this morning but

will be game-time decisions. If Calderon can't go look for more Bellineli

and Turkoglu at the point and less Marcus Banks.

Anyway, my  primary  observation regarding tonight’s Hawks-Raptors

showdown is this: If drafting is the lifeblood of a franchise, you’re are

perhaps better served by  missing once big than missing by  a little a lot, or

something like that.

The mind boggles at how good the Hawks could be with Deron Williams or

Chris Paul in their lineup instead of Marv in Williams. As most know the

Hawks drafted Williams with the No.2 pick in 2005 instead of Paul or

Williams, even though the franchise was desperately  in need of a point
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guard.

And now that you mention it, they  badly  bungled 2006 when they  took

Sheldon Williams (!!) instead of Brandon Roy  (6) or Rudy  Gay  (8).

But, much like the stock market I’m told, you make your hay  with the one

or two big winners. So nabbing Josh Smith with the No.17  pick in 2004

and – most importantly  – sticking with him while he was play ing (as one

colleague described it) like he had scrambled eggs for brains.

If the 2004 was done all over again Smith is the No.2 pick that year behind

Dwight Howard. And Al Horford is proving to be a very  wise pick at No.3

in 2007 . And it’s not like Williams has been a complete bust or topped out;

he was just a stretch at No.2

Anyway, my  point is the Hawks have done a reasonable job overall

drafting and got lucky  and stayed patient with Smith. As a result they  start

a legit No.3 pick in Horford and a legit No.2 pick in Smith and get some

value out of Williams who is still 23 years old and improv ing.

Rehashing the draft is a bit of a red herring I’ll acknowledge because one

pick affects all the picks that come afterward, but if you’re wondering why

Toronto is locked into some version of mediocrity , you can start with the

premise that they ’ve never really  ‘won’ a draft.

Bosh is obv iously  a very  strong pick from ’03; but Araujo in ‘04 instead of

Iguodala is almost like this franchise’s original sin, on par with the Hawks

choosing Williams over Paul or Williams not because Iguodala is better

than those guys but because at least Williams has a chance still become

very  good.

Taking Bargnani in ’06 was hardly  a massive mistake, but he wasn’t the

best possible player. In ’05 the Los Angeles Lakers were rewarded for

seeing the potential in Andrew Bynum while the Raptors took Charlie V at

No.7  and the Pacers have been rewarded for looking past the medical risks

with Danny  Granger while the Raptors opted for Joey  Graham.

I think DeMar DeRozan is going to get the most out of his potential because

he seems really  determined to mine it; but is he potentially  better than

Brandon Jennings?

This isn’t about second-guessing. Drafting is obv iously  a bit of a crap shoot

and if 15 other NBA teams were so smart they  would have taken Josh

Smith when they  had the chance ( Orlando did the right thing with Dwight

Howard, can we agree on that?).

And most teams have their draft boo-boos to nurse. But to be good you

have to be lucky  at least some of the time, if not good. The Hawks got lucky

and at least recognized it with Smith and they  made a smart choice in

Horford.
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Call it luck, foresight or whatever, but since Chris Bosh was taken the

Raptors have yet to emerge from a draft with a player that makes

everyone go: “yeah, we got that one right.”

And that’s the main reason Toronto is looking way  up at the Hawks right

now.
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